We theoretically investigate resonant tunneling through a linear array of quantum dots in two limiting cases: (i) strong Coulomb blockade so that only one electron is present in the array (ii) almost non-interacting electrons. A tunnel coupling is assumed to exist only between subsequent dots. We incorporate the coupling of the array to reservoirs in a density matrix description.
tunnel coupling is assumed to exist only between subsequent dots. We incorporate the coupling of the array to reservoirs in a density matrix description.
We obtain analytical results for the stationary current through the array and for the electron densities in individual dots which hold for arbitrary parameter values (within the applicability of our model) and number of dots. We reveal interaction and localization effects on the resonant current. We demonstrate that in both cases considered the approximation of independent channels for tunneling does not work when the tunnel rates to the leads are of the order of the splitting of the states in the array. In this regime of strong coupling to the reservoirs there exist correlations between the channels and the interference of tunnel processes reduces the current.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years arrays of quantum dots have received an increasing amount of interest.
With the progress of fabrication techniques quantum dot arrays are coming within the reach of experimental investigation 1 . If the electron levels in the individual dots are aligned we encounter here a situation of resonant tunneling. In this regime, the transport in the array becomes sensitive to precise matching of the electron levels in the dots that can be controlled by external gates. This opens up new possibilities to control the transport and perform sensitive measurements even in the simplest case of two dots 2 .
Resonant tunneling in arrays of quantum dots and layered semiconductor heterostructures exhibit some similarities. The latter situation has been intensively studied in the context of possible Bloch oscillations 3 . However, Coulomb blockade dominates the properties of the arrays of quantum dots so that electron-electron interaction cannot be neglected as in the case of layered heterostructures 4 , 5 . A way to circumvent this difficulty is to perform an exact diagonalization of electron states in the array. Then one considers independent tunneling transitions between the resulting many-body states 6 . This we call the independent channel approximation. This is approximate because it disregards simultaneous tunneling processes. Another approach is to restrict the basis to the resonant states of the uncoupled dots. Then the tunneling between the dots and to/from the reservoirs is incorporated into a modified Liouville equation for the density matrix in this basis. For two quantum dots this has been done in 7 and here we extend this approach to the case of an array of an arbitrary number of dots.
In this paper we concentrate on an array of quantum dots where dots are connected in series and a tunnel coupling exists only between neighboring dots. This is the most interesting case because there is a unique path for the current and changes in any dot strongly affect the transport through the whole array. We consider two limiting cases of the electron-electron interaction. In the first case we assume that the long range Coulomb repulsion between electrons in different dots of the array is so strong so that only one or no extra electrons are present in the array (Coulomb blockade). This is to be contrasted with the case of "free" electrons. As we explain below we do not disregard interactions completely in the latter case but rather account only for strong repulsion within each dot. The first and last dot of the array are connected to leads. We assume that the voltage bias is sufficiently high so that the energy change during tunneling to/from the array is much bigger than the energy uncertainty due to this tunneling. We also assume that the excitation energies of the uncoupled dots lie well between the Fermi levels of the leads. This enables us to use the density matrix approach.
We obtain analytical results for the stationary current and the average electron fillings in individual dots. Our results hold for arbitrary values of the parameters (within the applicability of our model) characterizing the array like dot energies and tunnel couplings:
no assumption about homogeneity of the array has been made. This may facilitate the comparison with experiments and the design of resonant tunneling devices. We report the effects of localization and Coulomb repulsion on the resonant current when the energy level of the first and the last dot are independently varied. We discuss in detail the range of validity of the independent channel approximation. We find that there can be substantial deviations from the predictions of this model. To illustrate this we study the dependence of the current on the transparencies of the tunnel barriers and find unusual features due to interference of tunneling processes.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section II we introduce the density matrix description of a multidot system which we apply to the Coulomb blockade (CB) case in Section III and the "free" electron (F) case in Section IV. In Section V we compare the results obtained for the F and CB case with those derived from the independent channel approximation and we formulate our conclusions in Section VI.
II. ARRAY OF QUANTUM DOTS COUPLED TO RESERVOIRS
We consider a quantum dot as some complex system with discrete many-body electron states of which only two participate in resonant transport. The one state is related to the other by the addition of an electron costing an addition energy. (For simplicity we disregard the electron's spin degrees of freedom). Let's first consider an array of N of such quantum dots (the "device") without any contacts (Fig. 1) . We describe the state of the resonant level of dot i = 1, . . . , N as a single-particle state which is either empty or filled (although there can be many electrons in a dot) and indicate this by an occupation number n i = 0, 1 . The many-body eigenstate of the array of uncoupled dots will be denoted by
i ,â i are fermionic operators creating resp. annihilating an electron in dot i and | {0} is the vacuum (all dots "empty"). Let ε i denote the energy for adding an electron to dot i and let u |i−j| ≥ 0 be the Coulomb charging energy due to the repulsive interaction between electrons in dots i = j. (Notice that when an infinite on-site
Coulomb repulsion is assumed the electron spin can be included by taking into account the spin-degeneracy of the single dot levels. In a high magnetic field where all electron spins are aligned this degeneracy is absent and our results apply directly). An interdot coupling with matrix element t i = t * i accounts for the tunneling of electrons between dots i and i + 1. We obtain the following Hubbard-type Hamiltonian for the array of coupled dots:
We will consider this Hamiltonian in two cases: (i) "Free" electron (F) case where interdot 
where {n k =i,j } indicates that we sum over n k = 0, 1 for all dots k = 1, . . . , N except i, j. We will refer to ρ as the average occupation number matrix w.r.t. individual dots whereas σ is the probability-density matrix w.r.t. many-body states of the array.
Now we include metal leads L and R connected to resp. the first and last dot of the device (Fig. 1) . The leads are considered here as electron reservoirs at zero temperature with a continuum of states filled up to their resp. Fermi levels µ L and µ R . We assume that the energy levels of the device are located well between the chemical potentials of the leads i.e. µ L ≫ ε i ≫ µ R (large bias) and that the level widths are much smaller than the bias
. Under these assumptions an evolution equation for the density-matrix σ of the device can be derived 8 , 9 by incorporating the details of the lead states into tunnel rates. Due to the high bias electrons tunnel through the barriers from L to dot 1 and from dot N to R with resp. rates
The density of states D L/R in lead L/R is assumed to be constant and the tunneling matrix element t L/R (ε 1/N ) between a state in the left/right lead and dot 1/N is assumed to depend only weakly on the energy. The rate of the reverse tunnel processes is zero due to the large difference between the density of states in the reservoirs and in the device. We point out that in general the presence of other electrons in the dots changes the rates for tunneling in and out of the array by Coulomb repulsion. In the limiting cases considered here there is either no repulsion (F) or no other electron (CB) so the two parameters Γ L and Γ R incorporate the details of the electronic states in the resp. leads. The current through the device is directly proportional to the average occupation of the final dot and the rate for tunneling out:
To include reservoir-induced transitions between discrete many-body states a, b of a general device with HamiltonianĤ into the Liouville equation ∂ t σ ab = −i[Ĥ,σ] ab one modifies the rhs as follows 
it is generated by the tunneling of an electron to/from a reservoir (unique path for the current).
III. CURRENT IN COULOMB BLOCKADE CASE
When the long range Coulomb repulsion is so strong that at most one electron can be present in the array of dots only the many-body states | {δ ki } , i = 1, . . . , N and the vacuum | {0} need to be taken into account. The average occupation numbers are simply equal to the N non-zero probability densities and ρ ij = σ {δ ki },{δ kj } . Conservation of probability (2.5) suggests that we additionally define an average occupation number of the vacuum ρ 00 = σ {0},{0} which is positive 0 ≤ ρ 00 ≤ 1 and satisfies a similar conservation law:
According to (2.4) we have
The negative term describes the decay of the vacuum due to the tunneling of an electron into the empty device with rate Γ L whereas the positive term describes the generation of the vacuum due to the tunneling of the only electron in the device to the right lead. We can eliminate ρ 00 from eqns. (2.4) using eq. (3.1) and obtain N 2 equations for the average occupation number matrix
where i < j and t 0 ≡ t N ≡ 0. In contrast to the "free" electron case (to be discussed
describes the generation of the average occupation number ρ 11 from the vacuum associated with the entire array of dots with rate Γ L . We also note that in eq. (3.3b) the term −Γ R /2ρ iN indicates that states decay only due to the tunneling of electrons out of dot N with rate Γ R : tunneling into the array doesn't contribute due to the Coulomb repulsion. The stationary solution of (3.3) can expressed as:
where γ L/R = Γ L/R /2 and F ik = F ki and G i ≥ 1 are dimensionless expressions in the parameters ε ij = ε i − ε j , t i (i < j) which are given for the general case in Appendix A. For N = 2 we have F 11 = ε 12 /t 1 , G 1 = 1 and we reproduce the result of Stoof and Nazarov 10 :
For N = 3 we obtain
giving for the current through a triple dot system We consider eq. (3.4) in more detail for equal interdot couplings t i = t. At resonance ε ij = 0 the current is maximal:
For weak coupling to the right reservoir Γ R ≪ t we have (I/e)
the rate of tunneling into and out of the device is Γ L resp. Γ R /N . The rate for tunneling out of the device is reduced by a factor N since a single (because interacting) electron is spread over N dots by the relatively strong interdot coupling. Below we will see that in this approximation one can consider the device as a band of N conduction channels of which only 1 can be used at a time due to Coulomb repulsion. In an actual system we expect a deviation from the N −1 decrease of the current to occur when the size of the array exceeds the range of the interdot Coulomb repulsion.
Away from resonance i.e. ε ij = O (ε) ≫ t the conduction of the device decays exponentially with the length of the array (= number of dots) due to the localization of electrons in individual dots: I/eΓ R ∝ (ε/t) −2(N −1) . To illustrate this we vary only the first level i.e. (Fig. 2b) :
For large N the normalized current vanishes off resonance since an electron is localized already in dot 1. Near resonance the peak takes on a parabolic shape which is independent of the tunnel rate Γ R :
Now we vary only the last level i.e. ε i = ε N δ iN (Fig. 2a) :
This curve keeps its Lorentzian shape as we vary the number of dots and it depends on Γ R since the electron is localized only just before tunneling out of the array:
IV. CURRENT IN "FREE" ELECTRON CASE
When interdot Coulomb repulsion is altogether disregarded all 2 N many-body states |{n k } of the array of dots must be taken into account. Modifying the Liouville equation according to the general prescription (2.4) we obtain the following set of 2 2N equations for the density matrix:
Here (4.1b) describes transitions between the non-orthogonal states of the device with a fixed number of electrons due to the tunneling between neighboring dots. In contrast to the CB case both tunneling into and out of the array contribute to the decay of states (4.1c) and the generation of states (4.1d). Some subset of these equations couple only non-diagonal elements among eachother and are irrelevant. The remaining set of equations couples the diagonal elements and some subset of non-diagonal elements but is still highly redundant.
Summing eqns. (4.1) according to (2.2) and explicitly assuming t i = t * i we find a closed system of only N 2 equations for the average occupation number matrix (Appendix B):
where i < j and t 0 ≡ t N ≡ 0. These equations resemble those for the CB case, but in contrast to eq. (3.3a) the average occupation number ρ 11 in eq. (4.2a) is generated from the vacuum associated only with the first dot (average occupation 1 − ρ 11 ) with rate Γ L .
Furthermore, in eq. (4.2b) there is an additional decay term −Γ L /2ρ 1j due to the tunneling of electrons into dot 1 which is absent in eq. (3.3b) due to Coulomb repulsion. Analogous to the CB case we can define an average occupation number for the vacuum
which is positive 0 ≤ ρ 00 ≤ N and satisfies a conservation law:
Summing eqns. (4.2a) gives an equation similar to (3.2)
We point out that the assumption t i = t * i needed to derive eqns. (4.2) does not limit their validity at high magnetic fields since we only consider a linear array of dots for which tunnel matrix elements can always be taken real by a proper choice of the phase of the wavefunction.
For the calculation of the stationary solution of eqns. (4.2) one proceeds in much the same way as in the CB case (Appendix A). However, an analytical expression for the general case seems neither feasible nor instructive. Assuming equal couplings t i = t one finds that the resonant current peak (ε ij = 0) is independent of N:
This result was previously obtained by Frishman and Gurvitz for tunneling through multiplewell heterostructures 5 using essentially the same approach as for the derivation of the modification (2.4) which we take as a starting point. For weak coupling to at least one of the 
where
2) gives the current through a triple dot:
Note that for N = 2 resp. N = 3 (4.2) consists of only 4 and 9 equations whereas of eqns. 
V. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TUNNELING CHANNELS
It is instructive to consider the following alternative approach to our problem. Let's assume that the eigenstates of a single electron in the array of coupled dots are uncorrelated channels i.e. an electron tunneling through one such eigenstate is not affected by a second electron simultaneously tunneling through another. This single-particle description of the tunneling is justified in the CB case (because there is only electron) as well as in the F case (because electrons don't interact). We connect the N single-particle states mixed by the interdot coupling to the reservoirs with some appropriate tunnel rates in contrast to the approach followed above where we mixed the single-particle states which were first connected to the reservoirs. Let's denote the N eigenstates of an electron in the array of uncoupled resp. coupled dots by |i and |i ′ (i = 1, . . . , N) and the vacuum by |0 = |0 ′ . On the basis of the mixed states (primed) the Liouville equations for the diagonal elements of the singleparticle density matrix σ ′ ii decouple from those for the non-diagonal elements: ∂ t σ ′ ii = 0. For the two cases considered here we appropriately modify these equations to include the reservoirs. We introduce rates for tunneling into channel i which are proportional to the probability for finding an electron in dot 1/N in eigenstate |i ′ (depending on {ε i } , {t i }):
For the CB case the tunneling of electrons into the device generates each eigenstate from the common vacuum with rate Γ i L whereas the tunneling out causes it to decay with rate Γ i R . The Coulomb repulsion restricts the number of channels in use to 1 (Fig. 5a ). The modified Liouville equation for the diagonal elements is (i = 1, . . . , N)
Using conservation of probability for the N single-particle states and the vacuum we express the stationary current as
For the F case the tunneling of electrons into the device generates each eigenstate from its own vacuum with rate Γ i L and the tunneling out causes it to decay to this vacuum with rate Γ i R . Each of the N channels is available for tunneling irrespective of what happens in the other channels (Fig. 5b) . We obtain the modified Liouville equation
From the stationary solution the current is readily found:
For N = 2 dots we have calculated the eigenstates and from these the modified rates Γ i L/R which we substituted into eq. (5.2) resp. (5.4). Contrary to previous claims (see the remark at Ref. 4 ) this gives precisely (3.5) and (4.7) without the terms (Γ R /2t) 2 resp.
(Γ R /2t) (Γ L /2t). In contrast to the case of co-tunneling where electrons tunnel simultaneously to enhance the current, here correlations between electrons reduce the current. These terms can only be due to correlations existing between the channels due to the couplings to the reservoirs which were disregarded in the alternative approach. This interpretation is supported by a simple estimate Γ R /t (=typical device response time/exit time from last dot) for the probability of the simultaneous tunneling of electrons: when the tunnel rates and the interdot coupling t are of the same order the correlations between channels become important. Only in the approximation of weak coupling to the leads eqns. decouple into separate sets of equations for diagonal and non-diagonal elements on the basis of mixed single-particle eigenstates.
The destructive effect of these correlations on the resonant current peak has been discussed in 9 for tunneling of "free" electrons through a double dot system. This effect is also present in our results: as we increase the transparency Γ R of the right tunnel barrier (Fig.   4 ) the resonant current peak
initially increases linearly as expected from the enhanced tunneling to the right lead. However, a maximum is reached at Γ CB Rmax /2 = N/(N − 1)t resp. Γ F Rmax /2 = t for which the last 2 summands resp. factors in the denominator of (5.5a) and (5.5b) are equal:
Increasing the transparency further will, surprisingly, reduce the current. The current is reduced by interference during the decay of a coherent superposition in the device to a continuum to which it is strongly coupled. This is clear from the general expression 
and letting Γ R → ∞ gives ρ ii → 1/(N − 1) and ρ N N → 0. This is interesting since we have not used the projection postulate from which the Zeno effect is derived.
In the F case there also is an interference effect due to the generation of a coherent superposition in the device from the left reservoir. Since eq. (5.5b) is symmetric w.r.t.
interchanging Γ L and Γ R the resonant current peak also displays a maximum as a function of Γ L at Γ F Lmax /2 = t. When the array including the barriers is isotropic i.e. t i = Γ L /2 = Γ R /2 = t the resonant current peak reaches the maximum I 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the density matrix approach to resonant tunneling to the case of a linear array of quantum dots with strong, long range electron-electron interaction. We have found exact analytical expressions for the stationary current in the array and the average electron occupancies of individual dots for an arbitrary set of parameters (within the applicability of our model) characterizing the array. Strong, long range Coulomb repulsion was found to spread a single electron over many dots thereby reducing the resonant current by a factor of the order of the number of dots. Formation of a localized state in one of the dots when the energy level is displaced results in an exponential decay of the current with increasing size of the array. Our approach takes into account correlations between channels for tunneling due to the couplings to the electron reservoirs. This makes our results also valid for relatively large tunnel coupling to the reservoirs where the independent channel approximation does not work. These correlations manifests themselves in the eventual decrease of the resonant current when the rate for tunneling into the reservoir is increased.
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APPENDIX A: STATIONARY AVERAGE OCCUPATION NUMBERS
In this appendix we comment on the calculation of the stationary average occupation number ρ ii in dot i = 1, . . . , N in the CB case. At the end of the appendix we shortly comment on the calculation for the F case. To construct the stationary solution of eqns. 
Using eq. (3.3b) for the diagonal elements x ii = ρ ii (y ii = 0) and adding and subtracting eq. (3.3a) for the conjugated non-diagonal elements ρ ij and ρ ji we find
where the matrix elements are (
We now have a vector equation 
where cof M
x,x 10,i0 denotes the cofactor w.r.t. matrix element M
x,x 10,i0 . Expanding det M in the first row we obtain N + 1 terms of which the first N are just det M×ρ ii , i = 1, . . . , N whereas the last term must be det M×ρ 00 :
The best way to calculate det M is from the N + 1 cofactors of M.
For the second step we select a set of matrix elements of M to function as pivots which are situated on opposite sides of the diagonal (underlined in (A3c), (A3e), (A3f)) to exploit the symmetry. We normalize these pivots by dividing the row resp. column of matrix element M 
which is transformed by linear combination of rows and columns 4 − 9 into
where G 1 , G 2 , F 11 , F 12 = F 21 , F 22 are given by (3.6) . Calculating the cofactors and (from these) the determinant substitution in (A4) gives ρ 33 which is the rhs of (3.7). We can proceed in this way for arbitrary N and show that (A4) gives for the average occupation number of dot i = 1, . . . , N
From (A5) on finds that ρ 00 = Γ R /Γ L ρ N N i.e. in the stationary situation the current into and out of the device are equal. From G N = F N k = 0, k = 1, . . . , N − 1 we find ρ N N which is the rhs of (3.4). The other dimensionless expressions in {E ij } , {T i } are most conveniently written as
where for k even
. . .
For k odd the last term is
Summations have been suppressed and should be added as follows (x is the index of the sum to left and is equal to i for the leftmost sum):
Note that the summations over i k and i k−1 have exceptional ranges. In words, each term in f ik is obtained from a product The function g ik is the coefficient of E N −kN in f ik which for k even is
and the summations should be added in the same way as for f ik which makes that g ik = f ik−1 (!). The exponential decay due to localization of electrons comes from the terms F iN −1 F 1N −1 and G N −1 which are of order 2 (N − 1) in ε = max {ε ij }. For an isotropic array we can simplify all expressions by replacing
and making the summation to the right start at x − 1. One verifies that in this case
, {t i = t}) = 0 which gives the resonant current peak eq. (3.8) and occupation numbers (5.7) .
To calculate the stationary current in the F case one solves eqns. (4.2) in a similar fashion since only the matrix M slightly differs in the following elements
Eq. (A4) also applies here and the determinant doesn't need to be expanded as in the CB case but can be calculated in the same way as the cofactors. In this way one obtains the most compact expressions for the ρ N N such as the rhs of (4.7) and (4.8).
APPENDIX B: SUMMATION OF RATE EQUATIONS FOR THE "FREE" ELECTRON CASE
In this appendix we comment on the derivation of the closed system of N 2 equations (4.2) from the modified Liouville equation (4.1) for "free" electrons. Essentially we "trace out" the occupation numbers of all dots except dot i and j in the equations for the density
To obtain the equation for ρ ii = {n l } n i σ {n l }{n l } we simply put {n ′ k } = {n k } in eq. (4.1) for the diagonal elements and trace out the remaining occupation numbers n l , l = i. The terms describing the reservoir-induced transitions only couple diagonal elements of σ and contribute only to the average occupation number of dot i = 1 or i = N:
where probability conservation was used in the first summation. The terms (4.1b) describing the interdot tunneling couple diagonal and non-diagonal elements of σ. In the summation over k only the terms k = i − 1, i survive the trace (t 0 = t N = 0):
To obtain the equation for ρ ij we first substitute n i = 1, n j = 0, n ′ i = 0, n ′ j = 1 in the eq. (4.1) for the non-diagonal elements of σ and then trace out n l = n ′ l , l = i, j. The terms (4.1a) couple ∂ t ρ ij to ρ ij just as the terms (4.1c), (4.1d) describing the reservoir-induced transitions when i = 1 and/or j = N:
In the summation over k in the interdot tunneling term (4.1b) only the 4 terms k = i − 1, i, j − 1, j (underlined below) survive the trace: 
In the last step we assumed t k = t * k and performed the sum over resp. n i−1 , n i+1 , n j−1 , n j+1 . Then we completed a sum over n i in the terms k = i − 1, i and a sum over n j in the terms k = j − 1, j. 
